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For original scientific papers the text should be divided in sections:

**Abstract**
Authors should indicate the research topic and the principal results and major conclusions. References to other papers are not allowed. Not longer than 1.500 characters.

**Introduction**
Short overview which explained the reasons for the research of the paper. In the all paper citations, the literature (authors) as follows: (Kroos, 2017) – one author; (Kroos and Modrić, 2017) – two authors and (Kroos et al., 2017) three or more authors.
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**Materials and methods**
It is necessary to provide information on the material (e.g. origin, technical and physical properties).

All used agricultural techniques as well as devices and instruments should state the name of the producer, the model, the year and the country of origin.

All conducted research should include methods on which the results are obtained.
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**Results and discussion**
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**Conclusions**
The most important thesis already stated in the previous sections.
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